Welcome to the Naval Academy!

Human Resources is located on the 2nd floor of Halligan Hall (just outside of Gate 8 near the baseball field).

(Halligan Hall central entrance pictured above)

We are located outside of the base. You do not need a parking pass and you may park at any spot marked with a yellow (faded) triangle.

**When you arrive at Halligan Hall, for building access please call one of the numbers listed below:**
HR Training Classroom – 410-293-3800
Ariana Moreno – 410-293-2825

**Our mailing address:**
181 Wainwright Road, Annapolis, MD 21402
(Please **DO NOT** attempt to use this address in a GPS – it will take you to Wainwright Drive, a residential address. See the NOTE on the next page for GPS guidance.)

**Directions to Halligan Hall from Eastbound US Route 50:**
1. Take Exit 24 – Rowe Blvd. Use the right 2 lanes to exit on to MD-70 S/Rowe Blvd toward Annapolis. 
2. Turn Left onto Taylor Ave (2nd signal) – Follow this road around to the right onto 450 West/Baltimore Annapolis Blvd. (This road then curves left – move to the left) At the 2nd traffic light turn Right onto Bowyer Road and the Naval Academy.
3. Make an immediate Right onto Wainwright Rd – this is the parking lot for Halligan Hall.
   a. Note: If you accidentally miss the turn for Wainwright Rd and Halligan Hall, you will come to a guard station (Gate 8), and you can ask them to let you U-turn.
**Directions to Halligan Hall from Baltimore:**

1. Take 695 in the direction of Annapolis
2. Exit to Route 97
3. From Route 97 take Route 50 in direction of Annapolis
4. From Route 50 take Bestgate Road/Rowe Blvd exit. – **Stay to the Right on the ramp**
5. Once on Rowe Blvd, move to the left lane. At the second traffic light turn Left onto Taylor Avenue
6. At the end of Taylor Ave (about one block) turn Right – **Move immediately to the Left lane**
7. At the second traffic light turn Right onto Bowyer Road and the Naval Academy
8. Make an immediate Right onto Wainwright Rd – this is the parking lot for Halligan Hall
   a. Note: If you accidently miss the turn for Wainwright Rd and Halligan Hall, you will come to a guard station (Gate 8), and you can ask them to let you U-turn

**Directions to Naval Academy from North of Baltimore traveling on Route 301:**

1. Take Route 301 South (merges with Route 50 West) over the Bay Bridge
2. From 301S/50W take the Route 450 South/Naval Academy exit
3. Continue over the Naval Academy Bridge
4. After passing over the bridge, at the first traffic light turn Left onto Bowyer Road and the Naval Academy
5. Make an immediate Right onto Wainwright Rd – this is the parking lot for Halligan Hall
   a. Note: If you accidently miss the turn for Wainwright Rd and Halligan Hall, you will come to a guard station (Gate 8), and you can ask them to let you U-turn

**Directions to Naval Academy from Route 2 South:**

1. From Route 2 South take the Route 450 South/Naval Academy exit
2. Continue over the Naval Academy Bridge
3. After passing over the bridge, at the first traffic light turn Left onto Bowyer Road and the Naval Academy
4. Make an immediate Right onto Wainwright Rd – this is the parking lot for Halligan Hall
   a. Note: If you accidently miss the turn for Wainwright Rd and Halligan Hall, you will come to a guard station (Gate 8), and you can ask them to let you U-turn

**NOTE:** If you use Google Maps on your smartphone, you can search “Halligan Hall USNA” for detailed GPS directions.